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Covid-19: Why did it occur and 
what is the future?



Objectives

1. Describe the early Covid-19 outbreak.

2. Describe early response in the US and elsewhere.

3. Lessons learned from Covid-19 so far.

4. Applying those lessons to Covid-19 and future outbreaks. 



Part 1.



https://zenodo.org/record/6299600#.YjeSNS9h1dA



https://zenodo.org/record/6299600#.YjeSNS9h1dA



https://zenodo.org/record/6299600#.YjeSNS9h1dA





Spectrum of disease









https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/71/11/2949/5837359



https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/71/11/2949/5837359
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“Hospitals around the country are scrambling to meet the 
demand for identifying SARS-nCoV-2, the virus that 
causes covid-19. The need is clear: We need enough tests 
for every single American.”



• Lack of a recent historical precedent in the united states 


• The varying reports on the characteristics of the disease 


• The presumption that only elderly and patients with comorbidities 
at risk


• Fear of economic consequences


• Fear of over-responding

Part 2.











Some epidemiological findings.

1. Excess mortality across ALL ages.

2. What we do matters.

Part 3.
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What we do matters
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What we do matters. 







•Protect Against and Treat COVID-19: Create a stable vaccine supply and 
implementing a “Test to Treat” initiative that would provide immediate 
treatments after a positive test result at the same place. 

•Prepare for New Variants: Increase monitoring and test vaccines and 
therapeutics on new variants quickly to determine whether modifications 
need to be made, with a goal of updated vaccines within 100 days. 

•Prevent Economic and Educational Shutdowns: Provide safe environments, 
access to tests, increased sick leave, funding to keep schools safely open, 
expand access to federal programs.

•Continue to Lead the Effort to Vaccinate the World and Save Lives: 
Increase not just vaccine doses, but other global needs like oxygen and 
PPE.













1. Hospital actions.

2. Community actions.



1. Hospital actions.


•Cancel elective procedures.

•Open surge space.

• Increase staffing.

•Change disposition parameters. 



1. Community actions.


•Decrease capacity in large spaces.

•Reduce indoor dining.

•Mask mandates. 

•Vaccine requirements.











Test case: Arizona





•Local conditions matter.

•Surveillance tools work.

•Rapid testing works and can slow down the spread of disease.

•Small changes in behavior matter.

•Circuit breaker approaches.

•Boost our way out of surges?



•Early detection.

•Mobilize resources (masks, tests, treatments, specific vaccines)

•Test-to-treat.

•Test-to-return.

•Hospitals: flexible staffing models.

•Hospitals: use circuit breakers to address capacity.

•Small changes in public behavior.

The future of outbreaks:

Results: 
• Sooner action, less drastic action.

• Avoid mass shutdown.

• Better outcomes.

• Enhance public trust/adherence.
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